
CRUDE OIL
OIL SURGES MORE THAN 13% ON HOPES OF OUTPUT 
DEAL
- Crude oil surged to close the week, with both U.S. and 
Brent contracts posting their largest weekly percentage 
gains on record due to hopes that a global deal to cut crude 
supply worldwide will emerge early next week.

- On Thursday (02/04/2020), oil staged its largest one-day 
rally in history on prospects for a cut in supply equivalent to 
anywhere from 10% to 15% of world demand.

- The sharp rebound from weeks of losses came after U.S. 
President Donald Trump said Russia and Saudi Arabia will 
negotiate to end a price war that slashed prices last month 
by more than half.

- OPEC has scheduled a Monday (06/04/2020) emergency 
meeting, led by Saudi Arabia, where cuts equal to 10% of 
world supply - about 10 million barrels per day - could be 
agreed-upon. We therefore expect oil price to remain stable 
in the week ahead.

GOLD
GOLD SLIPS ON FIRM DOLLAR, POOR U.S. DATA LIMITS 
LOSSES

- Gold inched down on Friday after rising 1.4% in the previ-
ous session as the U.S. dollar firmed, but record high 
weekly U.S. jobless claims filings kept a check on bullion's 
downside.

- The number of Americans filing claims for unemployment 
benefits last week shot to a record high of 6.65 million, as 
more jurisdictions enforced stay-at-home measures to curb 
the coronavirus.

- Also, Global coronavirus cases surpassed 1 million on 
Thursday with more than 52,000 deaths as the pandemic 
further exploded in the United States and the death toll 
climbed in Spain and Italy, according to a Reuters tally of 
official data.

- The metal was down over 0.51% for the week after an 8% 
jump in the previous week.

- We therefore expect the price of gold to rebound in the 
coming week as investors turn again to the comfort of safe 
havens after epic U.S. job losses for March from the 
Covid-19 pandemic.

COCOA
COCOA SETTLES MIXED WITH LONDON COCOA AT A 
1-WEEK HIGH ON WEAKNESS IN BRITISH POUND

- Cocoa prices on Friday settled mixed with London cocoa 
climbing to a 1-week high. NY cocoa moved lower on ample 
supplies and suspect demand. However, London cocoa 
gained on weakness in GBP/USD which fell -1.09% Friday 
to a 1-week low. A weaker pound boosts the price of cocoa 
that is priced in sterling.

-NY cocoa earlier in the week on Wednesday fell to a 1-week 
low, and London cocoa fell to a 3-month low, on ample 
cocoa supplies. The Ivory Coast estimated Wednesday that 
its cocoa farmers delivered a record 1.76 MMT of cocoa in 
its 2019/2020 main crop (Oct-Mar), up +5.4% y/y.

- Also, cocoa output in Ghana, the world's second-largest 
cocoa producer, is ample after the Ghana Cocoa Board 
reported Wednesday that it purchased 685,032 MT of cocoa 
from farmers during Oct 1-Mar 12, up +1.0% y/y.

- The coronavirus pandemic is undercutting cocoa demand 
as the global lockdown of millions of people curbs demand 
for chocolate and other cocoa products. Research firm IRI 
on Wednesday reported that U.S. chocolate sales slumped 
-13% in the four weeks ended March 22. Cocoa processing 
demand in Q1 may also decline as some cocoa grinders see 
pandemic-related business disruptions. We therefore 
expect price to be stable in the week ahead due to demand 
and supply factors.

- The Ghana Stock Exchange Composite Index (GSE-CI) dropped for 
the fourth consecutive time to end the week with 17.43 points 
lesser than the prior week from 2,160.52 points to 2,143.09 points, 
reflecting a 0.81% weekly drop. This resulted in a week on week fall 
of 0.77% in the year-to-date performance causing a drop from 
-4.28% in the previous week to -5.05%. Market capitalization also 
reduced by 0.32% to end the week at GHS55.814 billion. 

- The Financial Stock Index took the same direction with a dip of 
31.1 points to 1,894.50 points from 1,925.60 points recorded in the 
previous week. This came as a result of a fall in prices of EGH, GCB 
and SCB which weakened the GSE Financial index. This mirrored a 
week-on-week drop of 1.54% in the year-to-date performance.

- A total of 0.565 million shares exchanged hands last week, 
158.27% above the 0.219 million shares traded in the preceding 
week. Shares traded on the market were valued at GHS 1.511 
million compared to GHS 283.502K in the previous week.

- The share price of GCB declined further to GHS4.50 compared to 
the previous week’s price of GHS4.69. A total of 237,600 of GCB 
shares exchanged hands representing 42% of total market volume. 
GCB’s shares were also valued at GHS 1.069 million.

- At the close of the week, shares of 12 companies compared to 14 
companies in the past week exchanged hands. This resulted in 3 
gainers and 6 laggards. The 3 gainers were EGL, GOIL and CAL. EGL 
gained 6.25% at GHS1.70, GOIL gained 1.23% at GHS1.64 and CAL 
gained 1.22% at GHS0.83. The top 5 laggards were: TBL, EGH, GCB, 
TOTAL and FML. TBL lost 15.00% at GHS0.34, EGH lost 5.80% at 
GHS6.50, GCB lost 4.05% at GHS4.50, TOTAL lost 1.72% at GHS2.85 
and FML lost 1.72% at GHS4.00.

- GCB emerged the most liquid stock for the week as it traded 42% 
of total market volume. This was followed by MTNGH and CAL with 
shares accounting for about 26% and 10% of volumes traded 
respectively. 

- In other news, The Ghana Stock Exchange announced that, the 
underlisted Companies have sought permission for the extension 
of time to submit their audited Financial Statements for the year 
ended December 31, 2019. Enterprise Group Limited – April 30, 
2020; Intravenous Infusions Limited - April 14, 2020; Fan Milk 
Limited - April 30, 2020; Total Petroleum Ghana Limited - April 30, 
2020; Aluworks Limited - August 31, 2020 and GOIL Company 
Limited - April 30, 2020.

In the week ahead, based on the bid and offer dynamics on the 
Ghana Stock Exchange, we expect the benchmark indexes to close 
the week low. We anticipate the market indexes will remain 
pressured, driven by low market activities due to the lockdown. 
GCB and SOGEGH are however forecast to make some gains. 
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Currency Buying Selling Buying Selling

USD 5.6200 5.8600 5.6200 5.8600

POUND STERLING 6.7200 7.1700 6.7200 7.2000

EURO 6.0100 6.4800 6.0000 6.4500

GCB Indicative Exchange Rate

Week Close 03/04/20 Week Open 06/04/20

Indicator Current Previous

Inflation Rate 7.80% 7.80%

GDP (Q2-19) 5.70% 6.70%

Monetary Policy 14.50% 16.00%

Reference Rate 15.12% 16.32%

91 -Day 14.44% 14.64%

182-Day 14.95% 15.15%

1 Year Note 17.65% 17.65%

Economic Indicators

Equity
Previous  

Week Price
Current 

Week Price
Gains In 

Price
Weekly % 
Change

EGL 1.60 1.70 0.10 6.25%

GOIL 1.62 1.64 0.02 1.23%

CAL 0.82 0.83 0.01 1.22%

- - - - -

- - - - -

TBL 0.40 0.34 -0.06 -15.00%

EGH 6.90 6.50 -0.40 -5.80%

GCB 4.69 4.50 -0.19 -4.05%

TOTAL 2.90 2.85 -0.05 -1.72%

FML 4.07 4.00 -0.07 -1.72%

Source:  Ghana Stock Exchange, GCB Research

Weekly % 
Change

GAINERS AND LAGGARDS

TOP  5 GAINERS 

TOP 5 LAGGARDS

Equity
Previous  

Week Price
Current 

Week Price
Loss In 
Price

Ticker
Previous  Week 

Close
Current Week 

Close
Weekly % 

Change

GCB STOCK 4.69 4.50 -4.05%

GSE-CI 2,160.52 2,143.09 -0.81%

GSE-FSI 1,925.60 1,894.50 -1.62%

MARKET CAPITALISATION (GHC’M) 55,995.00 55,814.24 -0.32%

YTD RETURN GSE-CI -4.28% -5.05% -0.77%

YTD RETURN-FSI -4.66% -6.20% -1.54%

WEEKLY VOLUME TRADED (SHARES) 218,630.00 564,659.00 158.27%

GSE MARKET SUMMARY 

Source: Ghana Stock Exchange, GCB Research



This document has been prepared by the Research Department of GCB Bank Limited solely for information purposes and does not constitute any legally binding obligations on GCB. Any views 
expressed are those of the Research Department. Any views and commentary in this communication (the views) are short term views of the GCB Research Department from which it originates 
(the authors) and are  not a personal recommendation and do not take into account whether any product or transaction is suitable for any particular investor.

Whilst the information provided in this document has been prepared by GCB Research Department based upon or by reference to sources, materials that GCB believes to be reliably accurate, 
GCB does not guarantee its completeness or accuracy. The message is for information purposes only as of the date hereof and are subject to change. It is not a recommendation, advice, offer 
or solicitation to buy or sell a product or service. We do not accept any liability for losses (direct or consequential) which may arise from making use of this document or its contents or reliance 
on the information contained herein. 

All opinions and estimates are given as of the date hereof and are subject to change. GCB is not obliged to inform readers of any such change to such opinions or estimates. This document do 
not purport to contain all the information that you may desire. In all cases, interested parties should conduct their own investigations and analysis of the transaction described in the document 
and of the data set forth in the document. In particular it is recommended for interested parties to check that the information provided is in line with their own circumstances with regard to 
any legal, regulatory, tax or other specialist or technical advice or services, if necessary with the help of a professional advisor.

This document is confidential and may not be reproduced or distributed in whole or in part without the prior written permission of GCB.  

©2019 GCB Bank Limited. 
All rights reserved.
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